Abstract. Inspired by Cachazo, Katz and Vafa ("Geometric transitions and N = 1 quiver theories" (hep-th/0108120)), we examine representations of "N = 1 quivers" arising from string theory. We derive some mathematical consequences of the physics, and show that these results are a natural extension of Gabriel's ADE theorem. Extending the usual ADE case that relates quiver representations to curves on surfaces, we relate these new quiver representations to curves on threefolds.
Introduction
In 1972, Gabriel [13] published his celebrated theorem about the finite representation type of ADE quivers without relations. Since then the study of finite representation type quiver theory has been an important topic because it provides a successful way to solve problems in the representation theory of algebras and Lie groups. Recently, it has attracted the attention of physicists, (see [3] ) due to its close relation with the study of D-branes. A special type of quiver arising from string theory, which we will call an "N = 1 ADE quiver", was introduced in [3] (see Definition 3.1.1). This N = 1 ADE quiver has a close relation with the usual ADE quiver. The representations of N = 1 ADE quivers will satisfy the following important relations (3.2),
The purpose of this paper is to construct, under certain conditions, a finite-to-one correspondence between the simple representations of an N = 1 ADE quiver and the positive roots of the usual ADE quiver; this matches the physicists' predictions.
The "reflection functors" which were used in [11] to reprove Gabriel's Theorem provide us a way to attack this problem. In this paper, we first modify the "reflection functors" in [11] , and then apply our modified Date: February 2, 2008. reflectors to get our Main Theorem in Section 4.2. Some related results using different methods were given in [17] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the the geometry of threefolds with small resolutions. In Section 3, we give the definition of N = 1 ADE quivers and their representations, and we introduce our modified reflection functors. In Section 4, we apply our modified reflection functors to get a proof of the Main Theorem in Section 4.2. In Section 5, I give a correspondence between indecomposable representations and ADE configuration of curves.
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2.
A quick review of the geometry of threefolds for a general ADE fibration over C.
In this section, we refer the reader to [3] and [10] . Let C ⊂ Y be a rational curve (not necessarily irreducible) in a 3-fold Y with K Y trivial in a neighborhood of C and π : Y → X a birational morphism such that π(C) = p ∈ X and π| Y −C is an isomorphism onto X − p. We consider an analytic neighborhood of p (still denoted X) and its inverse image under π (still denoted Y ). By a lemma of Reid [16] (1.1, 1.14), the generic hyperplane section through p is a surface X 0 with an isolated rational double point, and the proper transform of X 0 is a partial resolution Y 0 → X 0 (i.e. the minimal resolution Z 0 → X 0 factors through Y 0 → X 0 ).
The partial resolution Y 0 → X 0 determines combinatorial data Γ 0 ⊂ Γ consisting of an ADE Dynkin diagram Γ (the type of the singularity p) and a subgraph Γ 0 (the dual graph of the exceptional set of Y 0 ).
, and X → Def(X 0 ) be semiuniversal deformations of Z 0 , Y 0 , and X 0 . Following [10] , there are identifications
where V is the complex root space associated to Γ and W is its Weyl group. W 0 ⊂ W is the subgroup generated by reflections of the simple roots corresponding to Γ − Γ 0 . Deformations of Z 0 or Y 0 can be blown down to give deformations of X 0 ([19] Theorem 1.4) and the induced classifying maps are given by the natural maps V → V /W and V /W 0 → V /W under the above identifications.
We can view X as the total space of a 1-parameter family X t defined by the classifying map g : ∆ → Def(Γ).
where ∆ ⊂ C is a small disk. Similarly, we get the compatible family Y t given by a map f : ∆ → PRes(Γ, Γ 0 ).
That is, we get the diagram
By construction, Y is the pullback of Y by f and X is the pullback of X by g.
1. The geometry of threefolds with small resolutions for a general ADE fibration over C. Let X ⊂ C×C 3 be an ADE fibration over C. Let t i : C → V be a map (1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 in A n case, 1 ≤ i ≤ n in D n and E n case), where V is the complex root space defined on (2.1). We consider the A n case first. Then X ⊂ C × C 3 is defined by the equation
We write h :
Referring to [10] , α 1 , · · · , α n+1 are elementary symmetric functions in t i , · · · , t n+1 . Let Z be the closure of the graph of the rational map
and let (u i , v i ) be coordinates of the i-th
we get
We refer the reader to [10] for the more complicated fibrations of the D and E cases. We list the defining equation of their deformations as follows:
where ǫ i are complicated homogeneous polynomials in the t ′ j s of degree i and invariant under the permutation of the t ′ j s. We define entire functions {P ′ i (t)} as follows, (2.4)
3. A description of N=1 ADE quivers and reflection functors 3.1. Describing N=1 ADE quivers. This requires some detailed explanation, mainly of the relations (3.1), which distinguish these from ADE quivers. To make our presentation intelligible to non-experts, we briefly recall some definitions and established facts. ( Here all vectors are over a field k.) A quiver Γ = (V Γ , E Γ )-without relations-is a directed graph. A representation (V, f ) of a quiver Γ is an assignment to each vertex i ∈ V Γ of a vector space V (i), and to each directed edge ij ∈ E Γ of a linear transformation f ji :
commutes. Compositions of morphisms are defined in the usual way. For a path p : i 1 → i 2 → · · · → i r in Γ, and a representation (V, f ), we let f p be the composition of the linear transformations f i k+1 i k :
And given vertices i, j in V Γ , and paths
A quiver with relations is a pair (Γ, ρ), where ρ = (σ t ) t∈T is a set of relations on Γ. And a representation (V, f ) of (Γ, ρ) is a representation (V, f ) of Γ for which f σ = 0 for all relations σ ∈ ρ. We can then define, in the obvious way, subrepresentations (V ′ , f ′ ) of (V, f ), the sum of two representations, and when a representation (V, f ) of (Γ, ρ) is indecomposable, of finite representation type, and simple.
Definition 3.1.1. Given an ADE Dynkin diagram Γ,
we can construct an associated directed graph, still denoted by Γ, by replacing each edge by a pair of oppositely directed edges and associating to each vertex a loop.
A n : 1
h h
The associated directed graphs for E n (n = 6, 7, 8) are,
× × e n−1,n−2
Then the N = 1 ADE quivers are just the above associated directed graphs, but with relations (3.1) 
y y where we have write
And the relation (3.1) becomes
Reflection functors.
Given an N = 1 ADE quiver Γ and k ∈ V Γ , denote by Γ + k the quiver defined by dropping all arrows starting from k, and denote by Γ − k the quiver defined from Γ by dropping all arrows ending at k.
Given a representation V of an N = 1 ADE quiver Γ, we can define a representation of Γ + k which we still denote as V, by forgetting all maps which have domain V (k). Similarly, we define a representation of Γ − k which we still denote by V, by forgetting all maps which has range V (k). Then we can apply the reflection functor F + k in [11] to the representation V of Γ + k and apply the reflection functor
In the following definition 3.2.1, we modify the reflection functors in [11] for the purpose of this paper. [10] , pp 461 and 463, we know the Weyl group W An of A n is generated by reflections r 1 , · · · , r n , which act as permutations of t 1 , · · · , t n+1 , where t i is defined on Section 2.1.
The action of the Weyl group on {P
In the A n case, we can write
Then the action of r i extends to polynomials in the {t i }. By [10] , pp 461 and 463, we know the Weyl group W Dn of D n is generated by reflections r i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, which act as permutations of t 1 , · · · , t n , together with r n which is defined by
In the D n case, we can write
. . , n − 1 and P ′ n = t n−1 + t n Again, the action of r i extends to polynomials in the {t i }. By [10] , pp 461 and 463, we know that the Weyl group W En of E n is generated by reflections r i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, which act as permutations of t 1 , · · · , t n , together with r n , which is defined by
In the E n case, we can write
Once again, the action of r i extends to polynomials in the {t i }. Based on these definitions of r i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, one can easily get the following Lemma 3.3.1.
Lemma 3.3.1. Let W Γ be the Weyl group of the Dynkin diagram Γ and let r i ∈ W Γ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be a set of generators of reflections. If j is distinct from i and not adjacent to i, then r i (P
finite-to-one correspondence
In this section, we will give a proof, using reflection functors, that in the case of simple and distinct roots, the irreducible quiver representations are in finite-to-one correspondence with the contractible curves in the threefold.
4.1.
Applying the reflection functors to N = 1 ADE quiver representations. Let Γ be an N=1 ADE quiver. Let 
Hence, Q ij v j is either an eigenvector of Φ i corresponding to eigenvalue λ or a 0 vector. 
To prove the lemma is equivalent to prove that h is surjective. Case I: V (k) = 0. If h is not surjective and h = 0, then we can replace V (k) by h (⊕ i∈Γ k V (i)) to get a sub-representation of V. But this contradicts the simplicity of V. Case II: V (k) = 0. We get that h is surjective since h ≡ 0 in this case. 
To prove the lemma is equivalent to prove that g is injective.
Case I: V (k) = 0. If ker g = 0, then we can define a simple subrepresentation which concentrated at vertex k. This contradicts the simplicity of V.
Case II: V (k) = 0. We get that g is injective since g ≡ 0 in this case.
Lemma 4.1.6. Let V be a simple representation of an N = 1 ADE quiver. Suppose V is not concentrated at vertex
We have
Since V is simple and not concentrated at k, g is injective and h is surjective. We have Proof. This follows from the fact that ∀ pair i and j, Tr Q ij Q ji = Tr Q ji Q ij , and ∀, i, Tr Φ i = λ · dim V (i), where λ is an eigenvalue for all Φ i . Now take trace operation to relations (3.2) and then sum the resulting equations. The result follows. Lemma 4.1.8. Let V be a simple representation of an N = 1 ADE quiver Γ, not concentrated at vertex k. Then
Proposition 4.1.1. Let V be a simple representation of an N = 1 ADE quiver which is not concentrated at vertex k. If P ′ k (λ) = 0, then F k (V ) satisfies the following new relations
Proof. If i ∈ Γ k and i = k, where i is a vertex of Γ such that V (i) = 0, there is nothing to prove.
k and x ∈ V (i), by Definition 4.1.1, we know that
, and
After a short computation, we see that
It follows that
Hence we have
Lemma 4.1.9. If V is a simple representation of an N = 1 ADE quiver which is not concentrated at vertex k and if ( * ) holds, then See Definition 4.1.1) . We also know that
Since P ′ k (λ) = 0 and ϕ is an isomorphism, we get
be defined in the following way:
Then it is clear that (4.2) is commutative.
Let's check the commutativity of (4.3).
If i > k and j > k, then we have
If i < k and j > k, then we have
Diagram (4.4) is commutative since λ is a common eigenvalue of V (k) and
We prove the later part of the Lemma here. Since V is not concentrated at vertex k, ∃m = k such that V (m) = 0. It follows that
is not simple, then there exists, actually we can construct a simple sub-representation W of F k (V ), such that v ∈ W (m). It follows that
and V is simple, this leads a contradiction.
Corollary 4.1.1. Let Γ be an N = 1 ADE quiver. Let
where W Γ is the Weyl group of Γ and P ′ j is the polynomial defined on relation (3.2). Suppose ( * ) holds and each element in B Γ has simple roots. If V is a simple representation, then either
Proof. If V is simple and concentrated at vertex k, then V ∼ = L k , where L k is a simple representation concentrated at vertex k. Assume V is not concentrated at vertex k. Since V is simple, by Lemma 4.1.4 and Lemma 4.1.5, we can apply F k to V. Then F k (V ) is simple by the later part of Lemma 4.1.9.
4.2.
A proof of the Main Theorem. Let Γ be a quiver. Following [11] , for a representation V, we define dim
where Q denotes the set of rational numbers. We call a vector x = (x α ) positive (written x > 0) if x = 0 and x α ≥ 0 for all α ∈ V Γ . For each β ∈ V Γ , denote by σ β the linear transformation in C Γ defined by the formula (σ β x) γ = x γ for γ = β, (σ β x) β = −x β + l∈Γ β x l , where l ∈ Γ β is the set of vertices adjacent to β.
For each vertex α ∈ V Γ we denoted by Γ α the set of edges containing α. Let Λ be an orientation of the graph Γ. We denote by σ α Λ the orientation obtained from Λ by changing the directions of all edges l ∈ Γ α . Following [11] , we say that a vertex i of a quiver Γ with orientation Λ is (-)-accessible (resp. (+)-accessible) if for any edge e having i as a vertex, we have the final vertex of f (e) of e satisfying f (e) = i (resp. the initial vertex i(e) of e satisfying i(e) = i.) We say that a sequence of vertices α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α k is (+)-accessible with respect to Λ if α 1 is (+)-accessible with respect to Λ, α 2 is (+)-accessible with respect to σ α 1 Λ, α 3 is (+)-accessible with respect to σ α 2 σ α 1 Λ, and so on. We define a (-)accessible sequence similarly. Definition 4.2.1. Let Γ be a graph without loops. We denote by C Γ the linear space over Q consisting of sets x = (x α ) of rational numbers x α (α ∈ Γ V ). We call a vector x = (x α ) positive (written x > 0) if x = 0 and x α ≥ 0 for all α ∈ Γ V . We denote by B the quadratic form on the space C Γ defined by the formula B(x) = x where r 1 (l) and r 2 (l) are the ends of the edge l. We denote by <, > the corresponding symmetric bilinear form. Proof. Let V be a simple representation of an N = 1 ADE quiver. Let A = {i|V (i) = 0}. We can assume that A is connected. Otherwise, V would be decomposable. We apply the forgetful functors to V to get an (+)-accessible (resp. (-)-accessible) diagram (no loop)
(For the type A case, V (l) = 0.) Let c = σ n · · · σ 2 σ 1 . By [11] , there exists k such that c k (dim V ) ≯ 0. By ( * ), Lemma 4.1.7 and Lemma 4.1.8, we know that i dim V (i).P ′ i (x) is the only element in A Γ which vanishes at λ. By Corollary 4.1.1 and Proposition 4.1.1, this implies that there exist β 1 , · · · , β l and a simple representation L β l+1 which is concentrated at a vertex of Γ such that
Since the usual ADE quiver only has finitely many positive roots, N = 1 ADE quivers have finite representation type. This finishes the proof of the theorem. Proof. We know that B Γ has only finitely many elements. Each element of B Γ which is in fact a polynomial has only finitely many simple roots. By our Main Theorem, each root of an element in B Γ corresponds with a simple representation. Hence, the desired result follows.
A correspondence between indecomposable representations and ADE configuration of curves.
This section will give a correspondence between indecomposable representations of an N=1 ADE quiver and ADE configuration of curves.
To make the presentation easier to follow, we state the following Lemma from [16, (1.1),(1.14)] here.
Reid's Lemma. Let π : Y → X be a resolution of an isolated Gorenstein threefold singularity P ∈ X. Suppose that the exceptional set of π has pure dimension 1. Let X 0 be a generic hyperplane section of X which passes through P . Then X 0 has a rational double point at P .
Moreover, if X 0 is any hyperplane section through P with a rational double point, and Y 0 is its proper transform, then Y 0 is normal, and the minimal resolution Z 0 → X 0 factors through the induced map
The exceptional curve of the minimal resolution Z 0 → X 0 is a rational curve whose dual graph is Γ. Thus the components of the exceptional divisor are rational curves C e i which are in one to one correspondence with the simple roots e 1 , . . . , e n (n is the rank of the root system).
Let X be an ADE fibration with base C, and Y be the small resolution of X. Let π : Y → X be the blow up map. An "ADE configuration of curves" in Y is a 1 dimensional connected projective scheme C ⊂ Y, such that
(1) ∃S ⊂ Y, C ⊂S (2) letting S = π(S), thenS → S is a resolution of ADE singularities with exceptional scheme C.
We need the following proposition which is essentially part 3 of Theorem 1 in [10] . 
lifts. For a generic point t ∈ D v , the corresponding surface Z t has a single smooth −2 curve in the class n i=1 a i [C e i ] thus there is a small neighborhood B of t such that the restriction of Z to B is isomorphic to a product of C n−1 with the semi-universal family over Res(A 1 ).
Let X be an ADE fibration with base C, and Y be the small resolution of X.
The following example gives a concrete correspondence between the ADE configuration of curves in Y and the indecomposable representations of an N=1 ADE quiver in the A 2 case.
Example 5.0.1. Let X be defined by A 2 : xy + (z + t 1 (t))(z + t 2 (t))(z + t 3 (t)) = 0 with t 1 (t) + t 2 (t) + t 3 (t) = 0. In the following Table 1 , "Curve" means an ADE configuration of curves which is in the exceptional set of the fibration. I use "dim V " to denote the dimension vector of an indecomposable representation of the N=1 ADE quiver. Table 1 can be explained in the following way. If t 1 (λ) = t 2 (λ) = t 3 (λ) for some λ, then by Proposition 5.0.1, there exists an ADE configuration of curves C ⊂ Y. By [3] , we know that P ′ 1 (λ) = t 1 (λ)−t 2 (λ) = 0. Hence, by our Main Theorem, there exists an indecomposable representation V of an N=1 ADE quiver with dim V = (1, 0) that corresponds to C.
The other cases are similar, we omit them.
This example will be generalized in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.0.1. Let X be a ADE fibration corresponding to Γ, with base C. Let Y be a small resolution of X. Let B Γ = {r i (P ′ j (x))|r i ∈ W Γ },
Condition
Singularity Curve dim V t 1 (λ) = t 2 (λ) = t 3 (λ)
A 1 where W Γ is the Weyl group of Γ and P Hence f (λ) = (t i (λ)) i∈V Γ ∈ ρ ⊥ . It follows from Proposition 5.0.1 that there exists an ADE configuration of curves C ρ ⊂ π −1 (λ) ⊂ Y. Conversely, for an ADE configuration of curves C ⊂ Y, we have that ϕ • π(C) = λ ∈ C ( Since π is projective, ϕ • π(C) is projective in C. It follows that ϕ • π(C) is a finite subset of C. Since C is connected, ϕ•π(C) is connected in C. Hence ϕ•π is a point in C. ) Moreover, π(C) is a point in X (By Katz-Morrison [10] , we know that X is affine. Hence π(C) is a point in X.) By Proposition 5.0.1, we know that f (λ) ∈ ρ ⊥ for some positive root ρ. Since we assume that each element in B Γ has simple roots and ( * ) holds, C corresponds to a unique positive root ρ. We can express ρ as ρ = a i · ρ i where ρ i is a simple positive root. From our Main Theorem, we can construct a simple representation V of N = 1 ADE quiver Γ which corresponds to the positive root ρ by applying the reflection functors. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.0.1.
